Abstract. A 'Fourier' transform of tempered distributions on the Heisenberg group is defined to analyze homogeneous distributions relative the group of dilations (z, t) >-, (rz, r t), r e R. An inversion formula is derived for the abelian central Fourier transform of the distribution. These formulas are applied to the family of homogeneous distributions defining the intertwining operators for the group SU(2, 1). Explicit unitary structures are determined on subquotient representations and their spectral decompositions on the minimal parabolic subgroup are obtained.
The object of this paper is two-fold. The first is to provide a framework in which to analyze the tempered distributions on the Heisenberg group 77. Of particular use would be a transform defined in terms of the group structure on the space. This essentially is the content of the Plancherel Theorem when the distribution is defined by a Schwartz function or more generally by a square integrable function. Then the transform is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator valued function defined on the dual of the group. The Plancherel Theorem then provides an inversion process which allows one to reconstruct the function from this operator valued 'Fourier transform'. The transform is not unique but depends on the selection of representatives from the classes of irreducible unitary representations of 77. In [2] , L. Corwin and F. Greenleaf developed a method applicable to a class of nilpotent Lie groups of obtaining a smooth function as the 'Fourier transform' of a Schwartz function. This smooth transform depends on a smooth choice of irreducible representations and essentially provides a smooth parametrization of the kernels which define the operator valued Fourier transform.
In order to handle higher order distributions the transform must not be given by an operator valued function but by a distribution which is operator valued.
In fact for a distribution U we introduce a Fourier transform U which is a distribution on a cosingular subset of the dual of 77 and has values continuous linear transformations from the Schwartz space ^(R) into the dual Schwartz space <5**(R). Moreover, there is an analog of the Plancherel theorem from which the distribution U can be recovered from its Fourier transform U. This inversion process is not complete since some information about the distribution is lost by restricting test functions to only a part of the dual of 77. The operator valued distribution U can be shown to be equivalent to an infinite matrix of ordinary distributions. This matrix is obtained from a smooth parametrization of the matrix coefficients of the irreducible infinite-dimensional representations of 77. When the transform is considered as an infinite-dimensional matrix, the transform of a convolution is an infinite matrix product which converges in the weak sense.
As in the case in analyzing homogeneous distributions on R, the Fourier transform on 77 provides the proper mechanism in which to analyze homogeneous distributions. The covariance of the transformed distribution U provides sufficient information to determine each matrix element in the infinite transform up to a multiplicative constant.
In the second part of this paper these constants are determined for the family of homogeneous distributions invariant under rotation which define the KunzeStein, Knapp-Stein intertwining operators for the simple Lie group SU(2, 1). The invariance under rotations makes the nondiagonal constants zero. The intertwining operators are convolution operators on 77 defined by these distributions. Since in this case, the infinite matrices are diagonal, the realization of convolution as an infinite matrix product becomes a simple diagonal matrix product.
The convolution operators can then be used to obtain the complementary series and uniformly bounded representations as done in [3, 7, 18] , etc. This, however, is not our intent. Indeed, we use the intertwining operators at each point to obtain a nested sequence of invariant subspaces on whose quotients the intertwining operators and its principal values define invariant sesquilinear forms. When these forms are strictly definite, one obtains unitary subquotients of nonunitary principal series. This nested sequence of subspaces are the null spaces of a series of operators with smaller and smaller domains. Furthermore, by referring to the results of Kraljevic [9] one can see one obtains most of the nonunitary principal series and noncomplementary series dual.
Moreover, because the methods developed are analytic, it is possible to determine the spectral decomposition of the unitary subquotient representations on theminimal parabolic subgroup. This, as far as we are aware, cannot be obtained by algebraic methods.
Finally the author wishes to cite the paper [6] of Roger Howe. It was this paper which convinced the author that homogeneous distributions on the Heisenberg group could be understood in terms of an appropriate Heisenberg group theoretic 'Fourier transform'.
I. Analysis on the Heisenberg Group
In this part of the paper we develop methods to analyze distributions and convolutions by distributions on the Heisenberg group. Because of our interest in the group SU (2, 1) and to keep notation simple we restrict ourselves to the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group 77 = C x R.
We begin by describing the Fock model. It is used to obtain the matrix coefficients for the infinite-dimensional irreducible unitary representations of 77. These matrix coefficients are known to be Schwartz bases over C. The Plancherel Theorem is presented and the group theoretic transform U is defined. U is shown to completely determine U, the abelian Fourier transform over the center, on all of C x R except on the singular set C x {0} . Moreover a Plancherel formula relating U and U is presented. The distribution U is shown to be determined by countably many distributions U n .
Next we study convolution operators. Convolution operators by radial functions are shown to be infinite diagonal matrix operators relative to the 'Fourier transform' U >-> U. Finally, Sobolev spaces over 77 are defined. Sufficient conditions insuring the boundedness of convolution operators between Sobolev spaces are obtained.
The Fock model
The 3-dimensional Heisenberg group 77 is the set C x R with multiplication defined by (z, t)(w , s) = (z + w, t + s + a(z, w)) ; where a is the symplectic form a(x + iy, x + iy') = yx -xy = Im(z, w) and (z, w) = zw .
Let %? be the space of complex holomorphic functions /on C such that | |/(z)|V|z|2 ¿Z < OC, Let ( , ) be the corresponding Hermitian product. Then for / in %?, one can show by using the residue theorem that (1.1) f(0) = ^{f,l),
where kz(w) = e{w'z).
%f is the Fock space on ^ and is complete for ( 1.2) implies Cauchy sequences in %? converge uniformly on bounded sets. Define a representation n of 77 on %f by (1.3) n(z, t)f(w) = e-"e-lz¡2/2eiw'z)f(w -z).
Theorem 1.1. n is an irreducible unitary representation of 77.
Proof. That n is unitary and a representation is immediate. That n is irreducible follows from the infinitesimal formulas (1.5) below. D
The functions zn in %f satisfy Then one has ,. .,
Hence one has the following. Hence since (n(w , 0)en , er) = (n(-w, 0)er, en), one has (1.6) (n(w,0)en,er)=(^\ e~^'^w " L''" ({wD if r>n.
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(1.7) (n{w,0)en,er) = {-l)"-'{jj e"|U" "w"-'L", (\w\*) if n>r.
It follows from (1.6) and (1.7) that the representation n is square integrable modulo the center.
Let IF be the conjugate space to %?. Thus ~W = %?, (f, g)~ = (f, g),
and Xf = Xf. Define n on %? by (1.8) n\z, t) = n(VXz, Xt) for/l>0.
For X < 0, set n = n~x. Thus n (0, t) = e~' ' and by the Stone-Von Neumann Theorem, n is the unique up to equivalence irreducible unitary representation of %? with central character e~' '. One has the following matrix coefficients:
(1.9) (n (w,0)en,er) = l-^\ e '"A1 w Ln (X\w\), if X > 0, r > n and i l'y t \ i n\ i k, nx , f + \n-r i A*! \ -X\w\ ¡2 An-r)¡2 n-r T n-r, «. ,2X
(1.10) (n (w,0)en,er) = (-l) l-j e ' " Av w Lr (X\w\), if A> 0, n>r.
If X < 0, the matrix coefficients of n are the conjugates to these.
The Plancherel Theorem
Let cS^(R) be Schwartz space on R. Recall one has (2.1) II f(x)e-lxyeiyzdxdy = 2nf(z), for f£^(R).
For each real number X define an irreducible unitary representation nx of 77 on L2(R) by nx(x,0)f(r) = f(r-x), (2.2) nx(iy,Q)f(r) = e-myrf(r), nx(0,t)f(r) = e-a'f(r).
The Stone-Von Neumann Theorem implies nx is unitarily equivalent to n for A^O.
Clearly, (2.3) nx(x + iy, t) = nx(x + iXy, Xt).
for v , v , w , w' £ S?(R).
Proof. This follows from an application of (2.1).
Let <5"(H) be the space of Schwartz functions on 77. For / £ ^(H) and a a unitary representation of ß? define a(f) = j f(h)a(h)dh.
Then the operator nx(f) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator having Schwartz kernel (2.4) Px(f)(x,y) = ¡jf(x-y + ir, t)e~m e'^*^drdt.
Thus *x(f)<Kx) = JPx(f)(x,y)4>(y)dy.
In particular, nx(f) is trace class. For / e <5"{H), we shall use / to denote the Fourier transform of f over the center of 77. Hence dt.
(2.5) f(z,X) = l f(z,t)eat (1) f(e) = (l/2n2)ftr(nx(f))\X\dX, (2) We end this section by noting that the matrix coefficients of the representation n for A ,¿ 0 form a complete orthonormal basis of L (C).
In fact by Theorem 2.1 one has (2.6) l(nx(w, 0)em , en)(nx(w, 0)er, es)dw = ^SmrSns.
Thus the matrix coefficients (\X\/n)l/2(n\w,0)em,en)
form an orthonormal set. Moreover, by Proposition 1.2, the linear span of the functions (n(y/Xw , 0)em, en) contains all functions of form P(w , w)e~x^ /2 where P is a polynomial in w and w for A > 0. 
Decomposition of Schwartz functions
In [6] Roger Howe discusses a strong Stone-Von Neumann Theorem. We shall make extensive use of this theorem. We discuss this theorem and use it to obtain Schwartz space decompositions of smooth functions. Let p be the unitary representation nx.
For a Schwartz function / on C set
is an operator on L (R) given by the Schwartz kernel (3.2) Kf(x ,y) = jf(x-y + ir)e~ir{x+y) dr.
We will identify func we shall mean Kj-(x, y) 2 We will identify functions on R and on C. In particular, by KAx + iy) Theorem 3.1 (Strong Stone-Von Neumann Theorem). (1) ||/||2 = j\\Kf\\2.
(5) kr, u /■(•* >y) = (P® ~P)(hx, h2)Kf(x, y) where
The proof is essentially an application of Theorem 2.1. For the general central character case we set (3. 3) px(f) = Jf(z)nx(z,0)dz.
Since nx(x + iy, 0) = nx(x + iXy, 0), the operator px(f) has kernel Tí, defined
and if RÀ(x + iy, t) = R(x + iXy, Xt) and Lx(x + iy, t) = L(x + iXy, Xt), then (3.8) KlLlf = (nx®n_x)(hx,h2)Kf. 1 2 The relationship between K and Px defined in (2.4) is (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) Px(f) = Kf{.tX).
We thus define a mapping on S^(H) by (3.10) Kf(z,X) = Kf{.X)(z). T(x + iy,X) = (x-y + iX(x + y), X).
Note that T is C°° on 77 but is not invertible. However, T is a C°°d iffeomorphism of the open submanifold 770 = T7 -(C x {0}). Its inverse is given by (3.14) T'1 (x + iy, X) = (l/2(x + y/X + i(-x + y/X)), X).
We let ^(77) denote the space of Schwartz functions on 77 vanishing for A near 0. A sequence fn is defined to converge in ^(77) if it converges in the Schwartz topology and all the fn vanish together for A near 0. We then have: Proposition 3.2. K is a topological isomorphism of S^Q(H).
We shall apply this proposition to decompose Schwartz functions in S"0(H). First we take a Schwartz basis em of orthonormal functions in L (R). Thus each em is a Schwartz function, the functions em are orthonormal in L (R) and if / = YJamem, then / is Schwartz iff £(1 + wfc)|am| < °° for each natural number k . We remark that the em's defined after (1.4) correspond to the Hermite functions in L (R) and thus may be considered such a basis.
The discussion to be held below using the representations nx and a Schwartz in S%(H). But by (3.15) K(fm<nWhmJz,X)) = ?mJX)Ki (x + iy)
The proof will be complete if is given the simple topology.
Let U £ S"*(H). We define a 'distribution' on S^(R) with values in 5f(^(R),<9>*(R)) formally by
More specifically, if / and h are in ^(R), then U(<t>)(f)(h) = I dU(z, t) I <j>(X)(nx(z, t)f, h) dX. Moreover, one sees by (3.6) that <p(X)(nx(z, 0)f, h) is continuous into ^(H) as a mapping on S"0(R) x ^(R) x S*(R). Since nx(z, t) = e~atnx(z, 0), one has U((p)(f)(h) = U((4>(X)(nx(z, 0)f, h)D and the result follows. D
In the case where the distribution U is given by a Schwartz function /, the distribution f is given by an operator valued function. Indeed
Thus the distribution / is defined by the operator valued function A >-, nx(f) which is the analog of a Fourier transform of /. In this case we shall write (4.2) ?(A) = nx(f).
Moreover, since nx(f) = f f(z, t)e~l 'nx(z, 0) dz dt, we see that nx(f) = I f(z,X)nx(z,Q)dz, and thus f(X) equals px(f(-, A)).
Furthermore, the operator /(</>) has a Schwartz kernel. Indeed, by (3.11) the kernel is given by
In particular, f(<j)) is a continuous linear transformation of ^(R) when <j> is in^0(R).
We next attempt to reconstruct the distribution U from its 'Fourier transform' U. First we note that if / is a Schwartz function on 77, then f{z, t) = -^ltr(nx(-z, -t)nx(f))\X\dX.
Thus formally, IdU(z, t)f(z, t) = ¿2 / dU(z, t)tr(nx(-z, -t)nx(f))\X\dX
where d(l(z, t) = dU(-z, -t). We shall show this formula holds when a suitable interpretation is made for the trace and when f(z,X) vanishes for A near 0.
First we extend the domain of the distribution U. Indeed, suppose <j> £ S^(R, J2?(S*(R), S?(R))). Define U{<p) by
By an argument similar to that given for Theorem 3.1, U is a distribution on f0(R, 5?(S"(R), ^(R))) with values in &{S"(R), ^*(R)). We denote this operator by /dU(X)(p(X) and define for a Schwartz basis {em} of ^(R) a trace by
where (T, f) = T(f) for T £ S?*{R) and / € ^(R).
Our main result concerning the distribution U allows one to reconstruct the distribution Û on a dense open submanifold. 
We note this theorem holds for any choice of Schwartz basis. Moreover, it remains valid if the irreducible unitary representations %x on L (R) are replaced by the equivalent representations n on Fock space and one uses the orthonormal basis of Fock space defined in §1.
Distributions and convolutions
The Plancherel Theorem for distributions shows that the central Fourier transform of a tempered distribution U on the Heisenberg group is determined on a cosingular subset by the distribution U. But for any Schwartz basis em of S^(R), the distribution U is determined by the family of distributions Um n defined on ^(R) by:
where 0(f) = U(f).
Next suppose / € ^(77). Then
where the change in summation follows from Theorem 3.2. We thus see Proof. By the Plancherel Theorem, nx(f) is trace class for all A ^ 0 and nx(u2) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator for a.e. A. Moreover, 11tta(uj)11 < ||«illi • Thus nx(f)nx(U) is trace class a.e. A. Furthermore, note that
is integrable in A and by Corollary 2.4
is integrable in A. Furthermore, note by (3.9) that nx(f) has Schwartz kernel K>,. X) for all A t¿ 0 and nx(U) has kernel Tí-for a.e. A. Thus tr(nx(f)nx(U)) = y KJ(.X)(x, y)K~{. X)(y, x)dydx.
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Hence by (3.10) and (3.11) tr(nx(f)nx(U)) = jjKf(x, y, X)KÛ(y ,x,X)dydx = / F2f(x -y, X(x + y), X)F2Û(y -x, X(y + x), X) dy dx = ^r I F2f(r,s,X)F2Û(-r,s,X)drds.
Thus by the Plancherel Theorem on R, tr(nx(f)nx(U)) = p[j I f(r,s,X)U(-r, -s,X)drds. The sums in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 converge absolutely since they can be reordered arbitrarily. Moreover, the analysis of the operator valued distribution U is now reduced to the study of the ordinary distributions Um n .
The Fourier transform in the case of abelian groups is especially effective in dealing with convolution. This continues to be the case with regard to the distributions U" ". The convolutions of a distribution U and a Schwartz m, n function / are defined by (U*f)(z,t)= f dU(w,s)f((w,s)~\z,t)), (5.6 ) J (f*U)(z,t) = J dU(w,s)f((z,t)(w,s) ').
We also need the following consequence of Theorem 2.1.
(5.7) lhrJz + w,X)hmJz,X)e-iMw>z)dz = ^ôr^ns(w,X). (U*fi~J<f>) = lld(U*f)(z,t)l<p(X)hmJz,X)e-MdX
Thus by Theorem 3.2 and by (5.7) and (5.2)
x e dze cp(X) dX = ff dV(w,s)Yjp,^)om,phq,n(™,X)e-iïs4>(X)dX JJ P,q = ff dU(w, s)J2?mJX)hqn(w , X)e'ils4>(X)dX
The other case is handled similarly. D
As noted before these results also hold if we use the series of representations n on Fock space. These representations are particularly suited to studying those distributions which have nice covariance properties with respect to rotations on C. This is not surprising for the matrix coefficients (5.8) hmJz,X) = (7t\z,0)em,en)
are covariant under rotations. For instance, the radial distributions U on 77 are invariant under rotations.
Specifically: Let u(z, t) be a function on the Heisenberg group 77. In this section we will study the boundedness of the convolution operator f *-, u* f as an operator between the Sobolev spaces ßf(ß) and ßf(-y).
Let x = (z, t) £ 77. Define a norm on 77 by Choose r > a satisfying 2r < 2ß -I and 2r < 2y -I. By (6.4) and Proposition 6.2, there is a constant Tí > 0 with (6.9) \\A\\_2y<K\\J_ßf\\2ß=K\\f\\ß.
Moreover, by (6.4), Jßf £ ^(0) and J_ru £ ß?(r -a-) for u £ ß?(-a-). In this part of the paper we develop techniques which allow one to determine unitary structures on some subquotients of the nonunitary principal series. Essentially we show at a reductive point of the principal series where the intertwining operator has a null space, there is a chain of null spaces corresponding to a sequence of intertwining operators with decreasing domains. On each quotient space of the successive null spaces, there is an invariant form which if strictly definite on the quotient determines a unitary structure for the quotient. For the group SO(4, 1), it was shown in [5] that the sequence can only have length at most one, and that this process along with the unitary principal series and complementary series yield all the irreducible unitary representations of SO(4, 1). For the group SU(2, 1), the sequence may have length one or two. Moreover, using results of Kraljevic [9] it can be shown again one obtains most of the nonprincipal unitary and complimentary series dual. It is our intent to investigate in a later paper precisely which can be obtained.
The approach taken in this part of the paper is to analytically describe the convolution operators on the Sobolev spaces ß?(a) that define the intertwining operators and use the techniques on distributions obtained in Part I to yield trace integral descriptions of the invariant forms on the null-space representations mentioned above. This description is quite useful. It allows one to determine for the unitary subquotients the spectral behavior of these representations on the minimal parabolic subgroup MAN. For example, most have infinite multiplicity on N, but there are examples of uniform multiplicity one and a mixture of one and infinite multiplicity on TV. Moreover there are examples of subquotients that are irreducible on MAN. This never occurs for a unitary principal series or complementary series representation.
Decompositions of SU(2, 1)
Let G = SU(2, 1). In this section we establish the setup in which we will analyze the principal series of G.
The Cartan involution 6 on G is defined by 6(g) = (g~ )*. Let K be the (1.8) u0(z, t)u =6(u z,t).
Let J2fN be the Lie algebra of N. For x £ J?A, the Lie algebra of A, set p(x) = jt^adxl^, ). By (1.6), one has (1. 9) p(h) = 2.
The principal series
Let a be a complex valued linear functional on ¿¿?A and let x be a character on M. Then we identify a with the complex number a(h) and x with tne integer p for which x(u) = uP ■ Set ^v 'a to be the Hubert space of measurable complex valued functions f on G satisfying Rp'a(a(r))f(z,t) = ra+2f(rz,r2t), and (2.8) Rp-a(u)f(z,t) = upf(u-3z,t).
The natural Hermitian pairing (1.6.6) between ßf(-a) and ßf(a) gives an invariant pairing between Rp ' ~a and Rpa . Namely, (2.9) (RP'~a(g)fx,RP'a(g)f2)a = (fx,f2)a if fx£^(-a) and f2£^(a).
Intertwining operators
The intertwining operators are defined formally on %?p 'a by (3.1) A(p,a)f(z,t) = I f(w*6(w,s)~\z,t))dwds.
By results from [17] , it is known that these integrals define bounded operators when Rea > 0 and These distributions are homogeneous with respect to the group of dilations yr defined in §6 of Part I. Namely (3.5) dU(yr(z, t)) = r2" dU(z, t).
Moreover, note U depends analytically on a and U is locally L at (0, 0) for a > 0. Using this one can see that But by (1.3.5) (3.12) \\p\û2(.,X))\\2<^l\Û2(z,X)\2dz. To calculate the matrix coefficient (n(U)en , en), note by (1.1.6) that:
(n(U)en , en) = || U(z, t)e-''(n(z, 0)en , en) dzdt = llu(z,t)e-itL°n(\z\2)e-^l2dzdt.
Thus by (3.4) and a change to polar coordinates, one has (n(U)en,en) = 2nj l~(^/ + t 4 ,2\a/2-' / kr2 -it Np x2r2 -it\ x e HLn(r )e r rdrdt.
The change of variables r = v2x, t = xy yields Since U has the same parameters as U except that p is replaced by -p, one has ,nmt> p,
From Proposition 3.2 we then have for 0 < a < 1 f c+"(a)/Xa if A > 0, un JX) = l "'" \c;(a)/\X\a ifA<0.
Formulas (3.14) and (3.25) completely determine the distributions Un n when the parameter a is in the interval (0, 1). Furthermore, the distribution Ü may be calculated using the integral trace formula in Proposition 3.2 for a in this interval.
The functions c" are defined for all a > 0. We hence define n ("6) ""W=U-(a)M° ¡fA<0.
Define A(X) by (3.27 ) A(X)en = unn(X)en, where A (X) is a linear operator on %? when A is positive and where it is linear of %? when A is negative. As seen from Proposition 3.1, we have A(X) = n (U) when a is between 0 and 1. By analyticity of the matrix coefficients of A(X) with respect to a we can consider A(X) as an analytic extension of the operators ti (U). The operators n (U) are not bounded for a > 1 but as can be seen from (3.24), (3.26), and (3.27), the operators A(X) are bounded for all a > 0. These operators are the principal bounded parts of the distributions n (U). We shall also use the notation nb(U) to denote A(X) and nb = 7tb . We thus have n (U) = nb(U) provided 0 < a < 1. Indeed we have: 
Representations of MAN
In this section we describe the unitary dual of the minimal parabolic subgroup P = MAN. We also establish equivalences of each infinite-dimensional unitary representation of P which is nontrivial on the center of N with all members of a family of representations of P defined in terms of the matrix coefficients of n on 77 and a real parameter a. These equivalences will be used to obtain the spectral decompositions of restrictions to P of representations of SU(2, 1).
Define a unitary operator Tu, \u\ = 1, on <%* and <%* by (4.1) Tj(z) = f(u\).
An easy calculation using (1.1.3) shows
and similarly
Suppose p is an integer. Define rp'+ and tp'~ on L ((0,oo),X) and L ((-oo, 0), %*) respectively by (4.4) xp'±(h)f(X) = 7i\h)f(X), (4.5) xp'±(a(r))f(X) = rif(r-2X), ,p an integer, form a complete list of the infinite-dimensional irreducible unitary representations of P.
We remark that the finite-dimensional irreducible unitary representations of P are just the characters of MA extended to P.
The irreducible representations of P which are nontrivial on the center of N play a significant role in the remainder of this paper. They are sufficient to decompose the representations of SU(2, 1) which we construct in the next section.
Let a be a real number and let c > 0. Let l2 be the Hubert space of all square summable complex sequences (cQ, c,, c2, Finally note that
since (n~x(h~x)em, ek)~ = (nx(h~x)em, ek) for nÀ and n~ are conjugate representations. Therefore Wxp'~(h) = R~(h)W. That R+ is equivalent to rp'+ is proved similarly.
Null space representations
The intertwining operators A(p, a), Rea > 0 are strongly analytic in the parameter a as operators on L2(K\M) = ßTp'a. In this section a sequence In the remaining part of this section we will determine explicit expressions for the invariant forms (Aj(p,a0)f,h) on Nj/Nj+l, in the cases /" = 1 and 7 = 2. The 7 = 0 case depends on the distribution U on the singular set C x {0} for which the methods developed in Part I are not applicable.
In order to facilitate the calculations of these forms it will be advantageous to introduce the Rp 'a invariant subspaces ßif^ 'a consisting of the C°° functions in %?p'a . It is known that the space ß^'a contains the Tí-finite vectors for the representation Rp'a and that any closed invariant subspace for Rp'a contains a dense subspace of Tí finite vectors. Hence if N°° = NjCi^Jl'01, then 7V°° is a dense invariant subspace of TV ; and if &£ 'a is the space of K finite vectors in %'p'a, then 7V; K = TV C\%?£'a is a dense but not invariant subspace of N°°.
The main reason for introducing %r^ ' is the following fact which is a consequence of Lemma 8.10.13 in [20] or an explicit calculation using the Iwasawa + f°° \X\i~atT(n\f*h*)n(U))dx).
Since ñ(U) and n(U) are diagonal relative to the basis en with eigenvalues c~(a) and c*(a), the formula (3.24) would determine when the representation Rpa is in the complementary series for 0 < a < 1. This occurs precisely when all the constants cn (a) are both all positive or both all negative.
Next we determine the form (AJ(p, a)f, h) on the subspace 7V; n {/:/ £ S%(H)}. Note by (5.9) that (Aj(p, a0)f)Z," = Jm,nK,n where K,n is the distribution defined in (5. (AJ(p,a0)f,h) = ^-2ÍY: f \&7m,kWK,kWdk
We remark that if ck ;(a0) = oo , then fm k(X) = 0 for ±A > 0.
Unitarizable subquotients
In this section we determine a0 and p for which the subquotient TV, /TV2 or TV2 is unitary. This can be determined using Theorem 5.2, Proposition 5.4, and the formulas (5.18) to (5.23). We next look at the representation Rp'a° on the subquotient TV./TV.+, . (RP'a°\a(r))f)2jX) = IRp-a°(a(r))f(z, t)(n\z, t)em, en)dzdt = ra"+21f(rz,r2t)(7iX(z,t)em,en)dzdt = ra°-21 f(z,t)(7tXlr\z,t)em,en)dzdt.
Hence (6.1) (RP'a°(a(r))f)~n(X) = ra°-2?mn(X/r2).
Next note by (2.8), (4.2), and (1.1.8) that
(RP'a°(u)f)Z,nW = IRP'a°(u)f(z, t)(n\z, t)em,en)dzdt = lupf(u-3z,t)(7tX(z,t)em,en)dzdt = / i/'f(z, t)(itX(uz, t)em , en) dz dt = lupf(z,t)(7tX(z,t)T-lem,T-len)dzdt. We next apply Theorem 6.1 to list all the cases where Rp'a° is unitary on TV, or on Nx/N2 . This entails an inspection of the coefficients cn (a0) where aQ=p + 2k.
Note that when p + k > I, and k > 1, then (-1 )pc* 2 are all positive when they are nonzero and noninfinite. Thus It follows from Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 that T? ' is unitary on both Nx/N2 and on TV2. Kraljevic in [9] has shown that T?0'2 has four unitarizable irreducible subquotients. One can show that 7V0/7V, gives the trivial representation of SU(2, 1). Hence either the unitary quotient Nx/N2 or the unitary subspace TV2 is reducible.
Next note if a0 = -1 and p = -2k -1 where k > 1, then the only nonzero noninfinite coefficient is ck 2(-l). If p = -2k -1 where k < -2, then the only nonzero noninfinite coefficient is c~_k_x 2(-l). Finally, assume p and a are odd integers with a = p + 2k . Then if k > 0 and k +p < 0 then cn 2(a) are nonzero and noninfinite with the same sign.
Moreover, c~ , (a) is nonzero noninfinite for all n while c^ , (a) are nonzero noninfinite when «<2f£,«<-2±£, or when n > ^ , n > -^ . If A: < 0 andp + A: > 1, then again all the coefficients cn x(a) have the same signs and the nonzero noninfinite ones for c~ ,(q) have parameters n < -^ , n < ^ , or n > -9L2zE , n > ^ while c* x(a) is nonzero noninfinite for all n . Hence we can conclude Theorem 6.6. Suppose a and p are odd integers. Then if a + p < 0 and a-p>0,orifa + p>2 and a -p < 0, the representation Rp'a is unitary on TV, /N2. Moreover, "u^^"^ E ^±3"'^ E ^±3"'T « n<min{±2f£,=r-2+£} n>max{±^, ^} where the upper symbols are used in the first case and the lower symbols are used in the second.
These unitarizable subquotients exhaust most of the irreducible unitary subquotients of the principal representations Rp'a for a > 0. This can be argued using the results of Kraljevic in the cases where there is exactly one unitary subquotient. However, Kraljevic showed there are cases when there are two, three, or four unitary subquotients. Where this occurs is an instance where the subspace TV(/TV/+, is reducible.
